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Abstract
Complexity involved in IT phenomena has ushered scholarly work to undertake deeper
field studies to capture the nuances manifesting due to IT materiality. Adopting either a positivist
or interpretivist paradigms predominantly, research tried to understand ‘how’ a particular IT
phenomenon occurs. Such ontological and epistemological approaches have provided several
insights into understanding complex IT phenomenon including that of digital innovation and
digital transformation among others. For instance, in-depth field studies allowed researchers to
understand how digital strategies or digital transformative strategies were crafted by
organizations involving technologies as they pursued organizational goals of digitization or
transformation. Although insightful, nevertheless, most of the research approached
understanding the complex IT phenomenon from an outcome based perspective, driven more by
a teleological mindset. The focus therefore was limited to identification of a ‘process’ of ‘how’
particular objective was achieved. However, such research purpose limits analysis to mere
identification of events (in the form of experiences, strategic actions or intermediate outcomes)
in order to establish the trajectory towards the intended objective or result. Two challenges
result from such epistemological thinking – a) the events identified only focus at a macro
conceptual level (either through identification of concepts or variables that subsume the
manifested actions) when trying to understand and explain the phenomenon and b) the
explanations overlooks the dynamics happening at a more micro foundational level which in fact
work as causal forces that result in occurrence of such key macro level events. More often than
not, the ‘why’ tends to get subsumed in the broader research goal of explaining the ‘how’.
Indeed, understanding at a more micro foundational level would allow to explore the ‘why’
behind the occurrence of observed phenomenon captured by the ‘how’, at more depth. In other
words, the patterns of interactions and actions at a micro foundational level will allow to
understand the causal forces in the form of mechanisms behind the macro level phenomenon
events. This can advance IS scholarship in general when exploring any type of socio-technical
phenomenon as deeper attention would be paid to the context, the structures and the culture
that are prevalent. The causal mechanisms would also allow to generalize the same type of IT
phenomena at different settings since such mechanisms captures the fundamentality existing
behind the occurrence of the phenomenon. Exploring the ‘why’ behind the ‘how’ will also allow
us to understand the reasons for success and failure in any IT phenomenon. However, this means
that perhaps researchers may need to move beyond strictly positivist or interpretivist paradigms
to uncover fundamental mechanisms causing the phenomenon. Critical realism or realism in
general as paradigm could be a useful alternative. Although focusing on the ‘how’ has proved to
be extremely beneficial so far, nevertheless, going beyond the ‘how’ to ‘why’ in actual sense
would definitely be a fruitful direction towards uncovering new insights into IT phenomena.
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